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Introduction

This is only a summary of the lectures that were exam relevant.

Challenges of neuropsychiatric diseases:

Oncology Neuroscience

Get samples of cells of disease
Occurs in tissue w limited cell types (know the cell
types present)
Modeling the disease in animals is possible
(transplantable tumor cell, cell-specific gene
deletion…)
Most tumors exist as immortalised cell lines in vitro
Has limitations

Hardly get tissue - usually not part of the circuit
causing the disease
Post mortem
Cell types are v vast & poorly understood
(neurons are still not very well understood)
Disease models are v challenging due to unique
complexity of human brains
New hope: inducible pluripotent stem cells

Translational research is separated in 2 phases (still basically from the lab to the clinic)
1. “Bench to bedside” - conversion of knowledge from basic science research to potential clinical

product for testing on human subjects (interesting from lab to smth that could be used in patients)
2. “Research to practice” - converting interventions in clinical research into healthcare practice (get it

approved and used in patients)

1950s major breakthroughs:
1. Antipsychotics - D2 antagonist (most still based on this)
2. Antidepressants - SERT (Serotonin Transporter) and NET (Norepinephrine Transporter)  blockers

(still first line treatment for depression)
3. Benzodiazepines - GABA receptor agonist

→ Since the field has stagnated (no new targets). Hardly any new drugs and only improvements on the
breakthroughs.

Discovery = basic research
Development = first testing
Commercial. = proof it works & approval

Phase 1 test on healthy patients
Phase 2 test on patients to be treated
Phase 3 blind tests and testing on a lot of
patients for side effects

Drugs fail: 1. don’t work or 2. Are not safe

Good drugs target is: efficacious, safe, meets clinical & commercial needs, “druggable” (accessible to molecule &

elicits response upon binding - able to design drug to target the protein of interest)

Drug discovery process:
The research can be shortened - Covid-19 vaccine from
17y to 1 year! But not always the case

Cancer cells release molecules that promote proliferation of
endothelial cells and formation of blood vessels
Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor - VEGF
Anti-VEGF - vascular “normalisation”

VEGF as anti-cancer treatment: just blocking VEGF
doesn’t stop the tumor but combination therapy
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(anti-angiogenic and immunotherapy) had far superior results.
Ketamine as an antidepressant took 29y  (intranasal treatment)
Why research is slow:

● When an approved first-line treatment already exists for a psychiatric disease, any new treatment
need to significantly outcompete it in clinical trials

● Powerful placebo effects in neuropsychiatric diseases→ placebo very large in mood & pain disorders,

some antidepressants are purely placebo!

● Drugs that have to be administered chronically (most CNS disorders) face scrutiny in long-term
toxicology, carcinogenicity & reproductive toxicity studies

● Money

Disease Epidemiology
Lifetime prevalence is the proportion of the population who have at some point in
their life experienced a disease.

Take home messages:
1. Psychiatric disorders are highly heritable the more DNA you share, the higher your risk
2. Some disorders are strongly heritable, others less. Genetics and biology hold clues to etiology.
3. Only part of the heritability is explained by common genetic variations (SNPs) - polygenic disease

Human genome ~ 3 billion base pairs. Typical genome differs at 4-5million sites from the reference genome
(SNPs or CNV). Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) are a type of common genetic variation (=1 of
the 2 alleles occurs in >1% of the population). More than 335million SNPs have been found.
Genome Wide Associations Studies (GWAS) are used to study/find SNPs. there are 3 ways to analyse:

- SNP arrays → 4-sample BeadChip array from Illumina covers around 4.3 million variants (SNP &
CNV)

- Whole Exome Sequencing (WES)
- Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS) → massiv amounts of data and difficult to handle

We use Manhattan plots (each line describes a single loci - if above the red PGC line it is more often in the
disease) to see gene variants that are associated with disease risk. (145 significant SNPs for schizophrenia
patients).
Polygenic disorders = adding up all the SNPs explain between one third and one half of the genetic variance
in schizophrenia disease risk. Each single SNP has very little influence.

“Missing heritability” (why heritability can’t explain it all)

1. Twin studies are not perfect
2. 15% of monozygotic twins have mutations in only 1 twin
3. Much of the variation is thought to be explained by rare variants (<1% allele frequency)
4. Genetic variability (copy Number Variation) can accumulate with age
5. Gene-Environment interactions → Epigenetics (lifestyle, smoking, eating, …)

Polygenicity poses a big problem for drug development (each gene often contributes <1% to disease risk).
Gene sets are partially overlapping (can be a risk for multiple things). How to choose where to start w such
low variance? One solution is to look at the pathways where the genes converge - group based on function.
(Autism annotated molecular pathways: transcriptional regulation, chromatin modification, neurogenesis).
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Common approaches for modeling translational research
● Identify a risk gene in patients → manipulate it in mice/flies/worms and observe a behaviour

phenotype that matches the pathology. Ex: BDNF (brain derived neurotrophic factor - stimulates
growth of neurons)

○ SNP: valine at codon position 66 is replaced my methionine→ Val66Met [human mutation introduced into the
mouse]

○ Still unclear if association btw SNP & anxiety / depression / PTSD / cognitive function. Interactions matter -
genetic backgrounds

● Identify a structural / functional change associated with a certain brain region, then manipulate in
animal model

○ Classic lesion studies in mice inspired by patient H.M.

● Start with a behaviour screen in animals and find genetic variance that resemble clinical symptoms
● Identify environmental risk factors in humans and then model them in animals to test which brain

circuits / molecules are affected
○ Early life stress models of anxiety and depression

● Cellular models
○ IPSCs → start w patient, then back translate
○ Organoids (cells that form a small brains, hearts); cell lines → introduce human mutations using CRISPR / Cas9

○ Limitations: no blood, no interactions
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Dementia: Alzheimers

1906 Alzheimer presented the first case of the disease
1910 Emil Kraepelin named the disease in honor of him
1963 Terry & Kidd show neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) in advanced AD patients using electron microscopy
1976 Davies abd Nakibey detect reduced activity of choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) and lower

concentration of acetylcholine at synapses → Cholinergic Hypothesis (AD = disorder of the
cholinergic system)

1984 Glenner and Wong first isolate AMyloid Beta (Aβ)→ cloning an intensive basic research
1995 Acetylcholinesterase (AChE) inhibitors the first approved treatment

Amyloid-beta (Aβ)

Plaques:
Aβ is produced by sequential cleavage of beta-amyloid precursor protein (APP):

1) The β-secretase enzyme (BACE1) cleaves APP at the N terminus
2) The remaining membrane-bound C99 fragment is then cleaved by 𝛾-secretase.

The gamma-secretase complex consists of four protein subunits: presenilin (PSEN) is the only one we
need to be able to name (it is also one of the genes that is knocked in to triple transgenic mice that is one of
the models of AD along with Aβ and Tau )

The gamma-secretase complex cleaves Aβ producing sequentially shorter peptides
until the Aβpeptide is released from the complex (producing peptides 38-, 40-, and
42-amino acids in length).

This process happens predominantly in endosomes. Aβ peptides are then released
from neurons depending on synaptic activity (both presynaptically and
postsynaptically).

Aβ peptides are prone to aggregate into β-sheet conformations (higher-order
oligomers, protofibrils, and fibrils), which are detectable in AD brain. These are
extracellular.

Owing to increased hydrophobicity of its expanded C terminus, Aβ42 has a greater
propensity for aggregation. (central in research)

Amyloid cascade hypothesis
Hardy and Higgins (1992): The amyloid cascade hypothesis:→ deposition of Aβin the brain is the
initiating step of AD pathogenesis, leading to subsequent tau deposition, neuron and synaptic loss,
and cognitive decline

In support:
1) Genetic forms of AD (autosomal dominant AD, Down syndrome trisomy 21, or APP locus

duplications) produce an increase in the Aβ42/40 ratio, total Aβproduction and are sufficient to
induce typical AD pathology.

2) A rare APP mutation A673T that reduces risk of developing AD causes decreased Aβ production.
3) The strongest genetic risk factor for late onset AD (most common form) is apolipoprotein E(APOE). It

appears to increase risk via influencing Aβ seeding and clearance (discussed later).
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The first animal model of AD
No animal model of Alzheimer’s disease was available to test this hypothesis (there is no evidence of a
condition similar to AD in organisms other than humans). This hampered the discovery of novel drugs. (can’t

try out stuff)

The mouse APP gene has 97% sequence homology with human APP. Subtle differences in amino acid
sequence impair Aβ aggregation and prevent the formation of amyloid plaques in wild-type mice.

In 1995, transgenic mice were generated using a platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) promoter driving a
human APP gene encoding the APP717V → F mutation associated with familial AD (PD-APP mice).

Features of the mouse model:
- 4-6 months of age: no obvious pathology was detected
- 6-9 months: transgenic animals began to exhibit deposits of human Aβin the hippocampus, corpus

callosum and cerebral cortex, but not in other brain regions
- >8 months: synaptic and dendritic density were reduced in the hippocampal dentate gyrus

→ Animal models stimulated massiv research into disease mechanism (>140 animal models emerged over
the next years w different mutation, expression patterns…)
→ learned a lot about Aβ formation, function and pathology
→ AD was cured multiple times in Animal models→ not so easy in humans. 99.6% failure of clinical trials
→ the animal models must not be quite representative of human AD, no neurofibrillary tangles and no
neuronal loss in the animal models but in humans they are part of AD

Limitations of the amyloid cascade hypothesis: (has it misguided the field? - test until it cracks → need a new theory)

1) no correlation between phases of amyloid deposition and degree of cognitive decline
2) Regional cerebral amyloid deposition does not correlate with patterns of regional cerebral

hypometabolism on functional neuroimaging
3) Despite decades of investment by the pharmaceutical industry in anti-amyloid therapies (and

numerous phase 3 clinical trials), no amyloid-targeting therapy has been successful in limiting
progression of cognitive impairment in symptomatic AD!

→ Aβ is necessary but not sufficient!
Animal models are necessary to learn more about the disease. Even though the treatments haven’t worked in the clinic, we need smth to
study and learn from.

Tau Protein

Function: important role in microtubule assembly, stabilization of neuronal axons and regulation of
microtubule transport (Tau knockout mice don’t show severe deficits - can be compensated).

What goes wrong in AD:
- phosphorylated tau aggregates into oligomers and forms neurofibrillary tangles (aka helical

filaments). Normal tau is soluble so not surprisingly this can cause pathology. The
hyperphosphorylated tau also is redirected from it’s usual location in the axonal compartment to the
somatodendritic compartment where it can impair synaptic functioning.

- The Aggregated misfolded form of tau can propagate (maybe like a catalyst?) and spread trans
synaptically from one neuron to another. This process is also called seeding.

- There is also mention of the process being prion like
- Prions are self replicating protein aggregates
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Braak Staging: stages from I-VI describing the severity of the disease depending on which brain areas are
infiltrated with neurofibrillary tangles.
Multiple lines of evidence suggest that aggregated, hyperphosphorylated forms of tau may be a primary
driver of neurodegeneration in AD.
Unlike Aβ, the stage of tau pathology correlates well with the progression of cognitive impairment.
Cognitive impairment becomes noticeable when neurofibrillary tangles spread from the entorhinal cortex
into the neocortex.

Animal model research:
● To research Tau pathology in mice, transgenic mice with human tau were needed as wild type mice

have tau proteins that are only 88% homologous with human tau, and do not form neurofibrillary
tangles.

● 2000 first Tau transgenic mouse: using human tau mutations that are associated with frontotemporal
lobe dementia (FTLD) (there are no tau mutations linked to AD). They develop: NFTs, neurodegeneration,
reactive glia, neurogenic atrophy, motor deficits

● 2003 creating triple transgenic mice: Aβ tau and presenilin with human mutations
○ 3-4 months: intraneuronal Aβ
○ 6 months: Aβ plaque development in the cortex and hippocampus
○ >6 months: minor, localized neurodegeneration, evidence of synaptic impairment and cognitive deficits
○ 12 months: NFTs form initially in CA1 and then in the cortex; however, they are much less extensive compared to AD tissue, and

they are less complex than human tangle
○ →  still not perfect, the NFTs are less extensive and less complex than in humans

● New mouse model: human mutations knocked in rather than overexpressed under strong promoters
→ more “natural”

○ Tau fibrils were derived from human AD brains and injected into the brain of Aβ
plaque-bearing mice: led to seeding of aggregated human tau followed by development of
NFTs → Aβ exacerbates tau, but not vice versa

Animal studies suggest that Aβ burden leads to neuronal hyperactivity and maybe rescue of health/function is still possible. → Once
APP&tau combine, neuronal function starts To disintegrate (hypoacticity)

Current hypothesis: Aβ deposition may be required for progression of tau pathology in AD.
Aβ accumulation seems to predict onset of tau accumulation which in turn predicts onset of cognitive
impairment.

1. Tau pathology generally does not progress from the entorhinal cortex into the neocortex in the
absence of co-occurring amyloid pathology

2. PET imaging suggests that the rate of amyloid accumulation predicts onset of tau accumulation
whereas the rate of tau accumulation predicts onset of cognitive impairment

3. Combined Aβ deposition with local tau pathology leads to enhanced tau pathology and
neurodegeneration (whereas amyloid pathology doesn’t get worse if tau gets added).

Apolipoprotein E (ApoE)

Lipid-binding protein that shuttle cholesterol to neurons. Regulates clearance of Aβ by astrocytes.
Primarily expressed in astrocytes and to a lesser degree in microglia
The ApoE gene has 3 common variants (ApoE2, ApoE3, ApoE4), ApoE4 increases late onset AD risk by 3-4x
in heterozygous individuals and 12x if an individual has 2 copies of the Gene

Impact on Aβ, Tau & vasculature
● APP mice lacking ApoE→ reduced fibrillar Aβ deposition and Aβ levels, suggesting that ApoE inhibits

clearance and may promote Aβ seeding.
→ ApoE regulates clearance of Aβ by competitively binding to Aβ receptors on the surface of
astrocytes and blocking Aβ uptake. In mice without ApoE, this competition is lost and more Aβ gets
cleared by astrocytes.
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● ApoE4 also interferes with Tau clearance, worsening neurodegeneration
● ApoE4 is also not as good at engaging a receptor on pericytes (LRP1) that leads to an overactivation

of a proinflammatory signaling cascade. Overactivation leads to a breakdown of the Blood Brain
Barrier basement membrane and tight junctions.
→ leads to an influx of unwanted molecules to the brain and can exacerbate inflammatory processes
and overactivated neurons.

One risk gene can act via multiple different disease pathways. (In other words you do not want to have the ApoE4 variant.)

Genetic risk factors and complex interactions

Estimated heritability of Late onset AD: 71%
Many of the AD risk genes have a role in microglia function → change inflammatory response
somehow(enhance?).

Reactive astrogliosis and microgliosis are prominent pathological features in the AD brain. Many genes are
implicated in this. For example ApoE4 carriers have a stronger inflammatory response.

Where do we stand?

AD us a complex disease in which many risk factors and disease processes seem to converge

Virtually every cell-type seems to be involved:
- Neurons
- Astrocytes
- Microglia
- Blood Vessels (endothelial cells)
- Pericytes (mural cells)

Clear: Tau and Aβ evolve independently and as they meet they exacerbate the pathology

So far there has not been a big breakthrough. Many trials have failed in phase 3. Ongoing trials focus on Tau
pathology, Neuroinflammation, Vascular function, Metabolism.

New animal models try to better address this complexity which previous animal models were unable to do.
In general the better the model the more efficiently we can find a treatment.

Non-human primates or dogs would  be the best model systems as they both accumulate Aβ and some
monkeys suggest tau pathologies.  Marmosets are also potentially useful. There are however much greater
ethical hurdles and experimental design is much more difficult for these options.

Other potential model systems include organoids and IPSCs, which can be valuable for mechanistic insights,
and rapid screening of compounds for potential drugs.
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Attention

The world has more info than can be processed at once. Attention is a computation of the brain to select one
option and avoid distraction from alternative options. Our realities can be different as we process different
things (focus).

3 attention networks:

Altering / Salience
Network

Orienting Network
Dorsal attention

Executive Control Network

The ability to shift attention
towards a salient new
feature or stimulus (alert)

The ability to prioritise
sensory input by selection a
modality or location and then
focusing attention on it

Top-down control of attention: the ability
to sustain attention on a task, suppress
distraction, decide to switch to a
different task or update task strategies.

Neglect - Visuospatial Hemineglect / contralateral neglect syndrome

Inability to attend to objects or even one’s own body, despite the fact that visual acuity, somatic sensation
and motor ability remain intact. Special form of agnosia.

● A deficit with orienting attention towards one side (typically the left)
○ General deficit, also have difficulty also with the “healthy side” (most of the attention on the

contralateral side is impaired)
● In severe cases (after large strokes), this can lead to “odd” deficits: patients will read from only one

side of a book, makeup or shave one side, eat half a plate
● Most frequently on the RIGHT temporo-parietal junction and the superior temporal cortex
● Unclear as to why mainly the right side

○ hypothesis attention is mainly processed by the right
hemisphere (language more on left)

○ If you lose left parietal function (lose right-sided
attention), your right side can compensate. If the right
parietal function is gone, left side cannot compensate.

Attention is widely distributed in the brain (seen on fMRIs both are active).
Attention requires a functional network (brain state), engaging mostly parietal and frontal cortex

Orienting Attention (dorsal attention)

Attention tests

How do we study attention in the lab? Want to study it in humans and animal models
Cued target detection task

● Every task look at fixed point (eye tracking to know if attention is held) cue:
zone blinks, target appears and press button

● Valid trial: cue & target together - press response
● Invalid trial: cue & target on different sides (much slower response

because attention is where the cue was → proves attention is a
limited resource)

Cellular level (same task)
● Single cell recordings in monkeys show how cells encode attention (or info)
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○ Cells fire if the attention is directed to that direction
● Parietal association cortex have attention specific neurons (shown in humans with fMRI and in

monkeys with single-cell recordings)

Attention & the cholinergic system

The basal forebrain includes:
- Nucleus basialis of Meynert
- Substantia innominata
- Horizontal limb of the diagonal band

Neurotransmitter: acetylcholine (ACh) → cholinergic system
Acts via nicotine (ionotropic receptors) and muscarinic
(metabotropic) receptors.

Ionotropic: opening of ion channels in response to ligand binding
Metabotropic: type of receptor involved in the signal transduction mechanisms via a secondary messenger binding the receptor.

Link to Dementia: enzyme that breaks down acetylcholine is acetylcholine esterase (AChE). AChE inhibitors
counteract the cognitive deficits (learning & memory) in early Alzheimer’s → Increase ACh in synaptic cleft.

Same task with rats & nose poking rather than pressing a button. Nicotine
enhances the attention time. If given a nicotine antagonist the time is longer.

Through optogenetics activate the cholinergic system.
(Optogenetics: is a way to activate a genetically defined set of neurons
(basal forebrain), introduce a virus to attach to the receptors and become
light sensitive - insert the fiber optic cable and turn on the light → excite the
target neurons → artificially release ACh in v short time window) Better
performance with optogenetic stimulation of the basal forebrain cholinergic
system. When making the task harder, control is at 55% right. Using
optogenetics can drive the performance to 75%. Optogenetic stimulation of
the basal forebrain increases acetylcholine release in the cortex and
improves task performance (more correct hits). The harder the task, the more forebrain stimulation
improves the performance.

Similar results for ACh in monkeys: the local application of ACh (or nicotinic or muscarinic agonists) can:
- Strength the performance on orienting attention task
- Increase the skinning activity of “attention neurons”
- Suppress activity of “surrounding neurons” (clears the signal of the attention & reminder attention is

limited)

Alerting Attention Network (salience)

Comparison between Orienting & alerting network - Nicotinic and muscarinic agonists enhance orienting
attention, thus acetylcholine (basal forebrain) plays a key role in “orienting attention”.
However, cholinergic drugs do not affect the ability of a warning signal to improve the monkey’s
performance! In contrast, noradrenaline released from the locus coeruleus is strongly involved in the
alerting network.

● Attention = ability to detect stimuli. This ability is altered during sleep & enhanced under stress
○ During sleep, the locus coeruleus (LC) is less active
○ LC responds with bursts to salient (or unexpected) stimuli
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○ During stress, the LC starts firing at high frequency (high levels of cFos)
○ LC activity releases noradrenaline and puts you in survival mode Fight-or-Flight mode

(activation of sympathetic nervous system)

Noradrenaline release modulates cellular responses:
● Piriform cortex is the primary cortex projection region for olfactory information (receives input from

Olfactory Bulb)
● In vivo LC stimulation while recording single cells in piriform cortex

○ Stimulate the LC while presenting a specific odour→ higher firing when the odour is
presented together with stimulation of LC →  higher neuronal activity

○ Neuron that doesn’t respond to the odour, but when the LC is stimulated it responds (the
neuron becomes sensitised to it)

● Inverted-U-Dose-Response curve → Yerkes-Dodson Law
○ Glutamate (excites neurons) → Applying noradrenaline in

addition to the glutamate the neurons get more excited→
after a certain amount it has the opposite effect

○ Noradrenalin potentiates the glutamate-evoked neuronal
response maximally when administered at an
intermediate dose

Either super highly attentive (executive & orienting attention drops). Can push one system but it comes at
the expense of the others.

Hypothesis: Noradrenaline serves as a “reset” system that allows the brain rapidly switch networks
activity globally

● DREADDs = Designer Receptors Exculsively Activated by Designer Drugs
● Uses Kinogenetics (DREADD) - similar to optogenetics as in can target specific brain circuits &

manipulate neurons, but less temporal control & no fiber optic implant (artificially introduce a
receptor that reacts to a drug)

● Inject the drug that activates receptors to release noradrenaline
● Across every possible connection between all pairs of brain regions, we see strong increase in

connectivity when the LC is turned on. Rapidly, the salience network gains strength

Executive Attention

2 important structures in this network:
● Medial Prefrontal Cortex (mPFC)

○ Inhibitory control
○ Planning
○ Working memory

● Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC)
○ Monitoring and resolving conflict
○ Error detection
○ Consciousness

→ Looking into sustaining attention in a working memory context

Prefrontal Cortex
● PFC has an extensive set of neurons that respond to very specific stimuli

○ The oculomotor delayed response task (remember the last cue over a delay, then make an eye
movement towards that location)
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■ Visual stimuli depending on straight line, horizontal …
■ Can also keep in mind → working memory (takes a lot of cognitive energy

○ Can notice that different neurons fire  - cue selective, delay selective, response selective
■ Notice delay-selective neurons → working memory

● Dopaminergic system plays a key role in reward and working memory
○ D1 antagonists (SCH39166) enhance working memory performance and the activity of

specific working memory cells (neurons)

Take home:
● DA certainly plays a role in many of the processes that shape attention, and likely is involved in

top-down regulation of attention through various processes. (& suppression of non-important
stimuli)

● Noradrenaline is also involved in these processes and can enhance working memory performance via
adrenergic receptors

ADHD

Networks

In task-based fMRI, BOLD (blood oxygen dependent signal) is measured in response to repetitive tasks to identify
task-related brain activity (measure each time and average it when the individual is paying attention or not)
- orienting attention.
If you put ppl in a fMRI with no given task, they can observe several brain regions have correlated activity patterns → have networks
in the brain that are active even when no task. (also maps on to the same regions as when the brain is activated doing a task) Even in
inactive state the brain & some networks are correlating together.

Brain at rest:
● Default mode network (DMN) is what happens when no task (by default the

other networks are inactive)
● Several brain regions have highly correlated activity patterns when individuals are

“not doing anything”
● Normally there’s an anti-correlation between the default-mode network and the

executive control network

ADHD patients
● Task-based fMRI studies in ADHD patients: underactivation of executive control and ventral attention

networks (orienting attention -> using inhibitory control, working memory & attentional task)

● Resting-state fMRI in ADHD patients:
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○ Anti-correlation btw default mode & executive control networks is weaker or absent (less

switching btw the default and attention circuitry)

○ Lower connectivity within the DMN
● Lower activation of the ventral striatum (nucleus accumbens) of patients with ADHD in anticipation

of reward (dysregulation in the reward circuitry)
● (ADHD - is complex in the neural networks as well)

Animal Models

Pharmacological treatment
● Methylphenidate (Ritalin)

○ Binds to and blocks dopamine transporters and norepinephrine transporters (more in the
synaptic cleft)

○ Acts as a norepinephrine-dopamine reuptake inhibitor
○ Same mechanism as cocaine

Why does a stimulant help with attention & hyperactivity?
● Attention: increased arousal (noradrenaline), better working memory (dopamine), enhanced signal

/ noise
● Hyperactivity: the increases the dopamine levels in the basal ganglia which helps engage the motor

inhibitor systems
→ both explanations are speculative

● The dose makes the poison
○ Normal response for a stimulant - increase locomotor activity
○ In locomotor activation (study the animal in a state when not active):With low doses of MPH -

no big change (no stimulating effects), but if 2-4mg/kg have high locomotor activation
○ In locomotor suppression (study the animal in a time when they should be very active): low

doses suppress the activity of the animal
○ At low & clinically-relevant doses, psychostimulants improve PFC dependent

behavioural/cognitive processes in human subjects (and also animals) with & without ADHD
○ Give MPH via injection or oral (more clinically relevant as this is how patients take it)
○ Certain doses that enhance working memory, higher doses do the opposite
○ Can study the neural mechanisms underlying the cognition-enhancing / therapeutic effects of

psychostimulants in animals, without the need for a specific animal model (attention is a
spectrum so don’t have to manipulate the animals to do this research)

Where do they act in the brain?
● Animal work suggests that methylphenidate acts within the mPFC
● Infusion of MPH into mPFC enhances attention: in dose-dependent fashion

○ infusion into other frontal cortical regions doesn’t enhance attention
How does systemic administration of the drug act “specifically” on PFC?

● At clinically relevant doses, MPH increases catecholamines (dopamine and similar)

much more (but not exclusively) in PFC than in nucleus accumbens (reward center).
○ Noradrenaline big increase after MPH in PFC (much less in nucleus accumbens NAcc)

○ Great, otherwise the addictive potential of MPH in the clinical setting
would be higher

Why is the PFC “ more sensitive”?
● Because it expresses much lower levels of DA transporters
● Because it expresses the noradrenaline transporters which the NAcc doesn’t

express at all
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Emotionality: Fear/ Anxiety/ Depression

The circuitry of fear and anxiety

What emotions are good for: approach-avoidance conflict
Different influences, internal and external change how you act in a given scenario. The different scenarios
change the emotional state one is in. Small environmental changes can cause big changes in
emotions/actions.

In a healthy individual the neural systems that underpin emotions dynamically integrate internal states and
external stimuli. The Purpose of emotions is probably to enable the selection of situationally appropriate
behaviors in complex situations. They also prime the body for appropriate responses.

Two dimensions of emotion: arousal(high/low) or valence(positive/negative)
Example: Fear would be a state of high arousal and negative valence→ primes for fight or flight

Circuitry of emotions

Urbach-wiethe disease: some patients have a very localized bilateral atrophy of the amygdala among
other issues→ these patients can’t feel anxiety and recognise fear in facial expressions, it is almost
impossible to scare them.
One exception is that panic attacks can be induced, which
shows that the amygdala is not the only brain region involved.

The macro-circuitry of fear and anxiety

Fear conditioning was instrumental in allowing the
understanding of this complex circuitry. The more complex the
system, the simpler a model you need to carefully design
experiments to dissect the circuitry.

Pavlovian fear conditioning: Tone-cue fear conditioning (association
between tone and footshock)

Emotions start with detection.
Most external (sensory) input passes through the thalamus ->
BLA (basal lateral amygdala). This is the first layer in the figure
on the right.

In the example of fear conditioning, footshock and tone both converge
on the same neuron in the amygdala, and the association is formed
(synaptic strengthening, LTP) so that tone will trigger freezing from
now on. The amygdala directly sends an output projection to
brainstem nuclei that trigger the freezing response.

Emotions end with a behavioral outcome
E.g.: direct stimulation of the periaqueductal gray PAG induces freezing (fight/flight). This corresponds to
the response initiation layer on the diagram on the right. If you trigger the outcome level you can trigger a
fear response.

The PAG (periaqueductal gray) is a complex structure that regulates defensive behaviors. The degree of
excitation can drive an animal from freezing to flight to panic (undirected flight). Some sub-regions are
involved in attack, others in defense, some in both
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Interpretation: the signal needs to be interpreted, to do this, the amygdala needs to receive additional
input and then integrate it to make sense of it.

Ventral hippocampus Associates cues with situational context (a tone could
signal reward in one context but punishment in another)

Prefrontal cortex Higher order control/ rationalising (fear because of
horror movie→ it was just a movie)

Bed Nucleus of the Stria Terminalis (BNST) Lots of functions related to anxiety but we don’t
need to know it in detail

Microcircuits within the macro-circuitry:

The Amygdala is highly conserved across evolution, there is always the central and basolateral amygdala
and the BLA gets bigger as the cortex gets bigger, because the BLA (basolateral amygdala)  receives lots of
sensory/multimodal input. The input and output structures of the amygdala aren’t connected, so there is a
microcircuit doing the processing in the middle. The Basolateral Complex (BLA, which receives all the input),
does not project directly to the central medial nucleus(Cem or CeM, the amygdala output nucleus). Thus,
there is an intra-amygdalar microcircuit for additional information processing. This is key for adding
“valence” to the cues.

On the left is a simplified diagram of the microcircuitry of the amygdala.
Different populations of the basolateral complex of the amygdala neurons
activate distinct populations of neurons in the central lateral nucleus
(CeL). These neurons are either inhibitory or excitatory and either
promote or reduce fear.

In the amygdala, valence is assigned to a given stimulus/input. The
amygdala is not simply a brain region for fear. THe amygdala associates
environmental cues with reward / punishment.
What is rewarding changes with context. For example hunger/satiated

Evaluation
Information needs to be integrated into the current state of the
organism
Overriding punishment for reward: lateral hypothalamus→
NAc
This can be proven using optogenetics again. Mice go get food
when there are no foot shocks. When there are footshocks they
are reluctant. When the light stimulates the LH the mouse gets
the food even with the footshocks. → Hunger can override fear?
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Anxiety

Almost all preclinical anxiety tests are really approach avoidance
conflict tests.
Open field test and elevated plus maze test. →
Translational issues include the fact that fear is clearly fear. Anxiety
is more ambiguous. This makes evaluating how appropriate a model
is more difficult. A 1 sec footshock is very specific but a 10 min
exposure to in an open field is less ‘concrete’
Brain regions that are important for evaluating
uncertainty are important in anxiety!

Brain circuitry of anxiety:
Most brain regions that are relevant for fear also seem to be
relevant for anxiety thus the amygdala also plays a central
role. However the amygdala itself is part of larger brain
wide networks. One prominent output of the amygdala is to
the hippocampus. → ventral hippocampus

There is an input from the amygdala to the ventral hippocampus, which when activated
(optogenetics) increases anxiety, which was shown using the elevated plus maze test.

The opposite experiment → inhibition of the input to the ventral hippocampus has the
opposite effect (reduces anxiety)

The pathway also can be inhibited between ventral hippocampus and medial prefrontal
cortex. This also reduces anxiety
Anxiety: Networks
Oscillations between brain regions might encode the
emotional state: neurons can fire at different rhythms.
In a familiar environment: quite a random pattern.
In an anxiogenic environment(open field or Elevated
Plus Maze) theta activity (4-12 hz) is observed in the
hippocampus and mPFC.
Most anxiolytic drugs suppress theta activity in the hippocampus.
It also seems the hippocampus drives the mPFC to also have a synchronous Theta wave activity.
The mPFC is ideally situated for controlling brain-wide behavioural outputs

Higher cognitive processes can control anxiety (or other emotions)
The mPFC exerts inhibitory control over main brain processes if the mPFC leads the amygdala, anxiety is
reduced
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Circuitry of Depression

Depression is a circuit disorder (just like anxiety).

The brain’s reward system includes the ventral tegmental area (dopamine) and the nucleus accumbens.
There is an overlap between reward circuits and the anxiety circuits.
Anxiety and depression are clinically highly comorbid→ ca. 60% of depressed patients also have anxiety, and
SSRIs and SNRIs treat both diseases quite effectively.

Important, these areas are implicated in both disorders:
Medial prefrontal cortex, hippocampus, amygdala, locus coeruleus (noradrenaline), dorsal raphe nucleus
(serotonin), nucleus accumbens, ventral tegmental area.

Animal models of depression

Depression is a clinical syndrome. In animals we can mimic individual symptoms.
Symptoms we can study:

● Despair(?) / helplessness
○ Chuck in bucket of water, gives up faster
○ Hang them up by their tail

● Apathy
○ Animal shows poor grooming / nest building / coat state

● Anhedonia - loss in ability to perceive pleasure
○ Give them sweets and measure enthusiasm?

● Anxiety
○ Highly comorbid with depression - feeding suppression

● Social aversion/withdrawal
○ How much time spent engaging

Symptoms we cannot study:
- Feelings of worthlessness
- Excessive guilt
- Recurrent thoughts of death
- Suicidal ideation
- Suicide attempt
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Treatment of depression

- Approximately ⅓ of depressed patients will
remit during treatment with any antidepressant

- For those who fail to remit, the likelihood of
remission decreases with each successive
antidepressant monotherapy

- After 1 year of treatment with 4 sequential
antidepressants (for 12 weeks each) 33% of
patients still fail to remit.

- A lot of research is about how to treat the
remaining 33%

Therapeutic approaches:
- Pharmacotherapy:

- Selective Serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs, Prozac, Zoloft)
- Serotonin - Noradrenaline Reuptake Inhibitors (SNRIs)
- Newer: Ketamine (most studies use intravenous delivery, newly FDA approved ketamine is a nasal

spray! → mechanism of action: NMDA-receptor antagonist (very safe and very unspecific, but high abuse
potential)

- Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT)
- Electrodes deliver current - seizure induced under controlled conditions
- One session lasts about 1 minute, altogether 1h “outpatient” treatment
- 2-3 sessions per week for several weeks; less frequent treatment for up to a year

- Deep brain stimulation (DBS)
- The best targets, parameters of stimulation, and stimulation protocols have not yet been

determined. Ongoing research, open-label trials.
→ One of the top candidates: medial forebrain bundle, but pretty much trial and error

- Kind of a sledgehammer approach: the MFB supposedly has up to 13 NTs associated with it!!

(Story time: the beginning of DBS → people had electrodes inserted into the brain at various random?
Locations and were able to control them by pushing buttons to use the various electrodes to stimulate the
brain. They obviously would press buttons that caused a pleasurable experience more often than others, and
the researchers recorded which ones they pressed more than others. One epileptic patient had 51 leads
implanted in 17 brain regions, something that today one wouldn’t even do in animals anymore. Showed that
DBS can have euphoric effects. A very questionable scientist did this in the 1970s. )
→ median forebrain bundle is a key target for DBS, yet it’s as un-specific as it gets (lots of neurotransmitter
systems and brain circuits involved).
All the antidepressant treatments are very unspecific

What do all antidepressant treatments have in common?
- It isn’t monoamines, like serotonin or noradrenaline: Monoamine depletion does not cause

depression, and treatment onset is delayed by several weeks
- Ketamine and ECT act almost immediately. By interfering with excitatory neurotransmission, and in

the case of ECT by impacting vast NT release and unspecific excitatory drive.
- All Treatments seem to converge on the induction of plasticity-related pathways. A key common

player is BDNF: Brain Derived Neurotrophic Factor
- SSRIs and SNRIs increase BDNF levels
- Ketamine increases BDNF levels
- Animal model of ECT increases BDNF levels
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- Deep brain stimulation in animal models increases BDNF levels
- → note that all these mechanistic studies require animal models

BDNF- a common downstream target of antidepressants?

- BDNF is released presynaptically in response to neuronal activity
- Mature BDNF binds to TrkB (Tyrosine receptor kinase B) receptors and activates broad intracellular

signalling cascades (stuff we technically know from other lectures)
- Involved in neuronal survival and differentiation, synaptogenesis, activity-dependent plasticity
- BDNF still has very broad effects

Link to Depression
Clinical

- Reduced BDNF levels in postmortem hippocampus
- Mutations in the BDNF gene associated with risk for depression

Preclinical:
- BDNF mutation mimics depressive-like behaviors
- BDNF deletion in mice blocks antidepressant response
- Chronic stress decreases BDNF, reduces spine density, triggers depression
- BDNF treatment can reverse these stress-induced changes

Recent Publication:
TrkB (tyrosine receptor kinase b) = BDNF receptor
A recent study suggests that all antidepressants (ADs) bind TrkB directly, but at a different location to BDNF!
A conformation change seems to enhance the binding of BDNF and stabilises the receptor in the membrane
→ more receptors that are in the active conformation in the membrane

- AD’s bind TrkB via binding site that is independent of BDNF signalling
- AD binding stabilizes TrkB and increases TrkB expression at membrane surface thus facilitating

intracellular signalling (mediated via BDNF at active synapses)
- The affinity of ketamine to TrkB is comparable to its affinity to NMDA receptors, while SSRIs seem to

have much lower affinity to TrkB
- This could explain the delayed action of SSRIs vs the rapid action of ketamine (only chronic

SSRI treatment might reach the drug concentrations necessary for binding TrkB)
- This study is brand-new. We need to see if the results hold up (replication, validation)
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Addiction

Addiction = compulsive, out-of-control drug use, despite negative consequences.

Intro: the reward circuitry

Depression & reward circuitry:
● Implanted electrodes in patients - overwhelming feelings of joy and elexaction
● The defining feature of addiction is compulsive, out-of-control drug use, despite

negative consequences
Electrical activation of the medial forebrain bundle (including VTA → NAc axons) drives reinforcement
(1954). Reward drives reinforcement. Drugs of abuse are rewarding and reinforcing.

● Rewards are stimuli that the brain interprets as intrinsically positive
● Reinforcing stimuli are those that increase the probability that behaviours paired with them will be

repeated
→ Drugs of abuse are rewarding and reinforcing

Dopamine was discovered afterwards in 1957!
● With optogenetics, we can now selectively activate the dopaminergic VTA neurons that project to the

NAc.
● Trained the animal to press a lever to get the reward, then make them have a couple weeks of

withdrawal. When in the same space as the lever, they compulsively press it even though there is no
reward.

Animal models of drug addiction

● Drugs that strongly reinforce behaviour in animals also strongly reinforce drug-seeking humans.
○ Cocaine: lab animals give up food, water, sex and even work to the point of deather to gain

access to cocaine
● Drugs that are less addictive in humans are also less reinforcing in animals (marijuana)
● Drugs that are not addictive in humans are not reinforcing in animals (will not self-administer)

○ Nicotine is an exception; not very reinforcing in animals but produces strong addiction in
some humans

● The route of drug administration matters!
○ Cocaine and methylphenidate (Ritalin) have an identical drug mechanism (DAT/NET

inhibitor -> more dopamine/noradrenaline in the synaptic cleft), but how quickly the drug
reaches peak brain concentration (and the dose/concentration of the drug) matters

○ Marijuana - smoking vs brownies
This is important for translational research: animal models try to reproduce human route (alcohol -
drinking, cocaine/heroin injection)

Drug Self-Administration

1. Animals administer the same range of drugs that humans self-administer
2. A subset of animals will lose control over drug intake and chose the drug over foos, sex …
3. A subset of animals will even overdose
4. After long periods of withdrawal, animals will relapse to drug self-administration
5. Relapse is triggered by drug-associated cues

and stress
→ Very good animal model
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Conditional Place Preference

- Animals learn to prefer a drug-paired environment
- Even after the trial the animal spends more time in the place where they got

the drug - time spent in the room represents how rewarding / reinforcing the
drug is.

Intracranial self-stimulation

Animals will self-stimulate reward areas in the brain
Stimulation frequency and intensity is changed to identify the minimum frequency
that reinforces instrumental responding - Reward threshold. (just enough to drive to push again)
Drug of abuse facilitate self-stimulation and lower the reward threshold. If on the drug need a lower dose.
Chronic administration can decrease the rewarding effects (requiring higher doses). If on withdrawal or
have chronically used the drug need higher doses for the same high.

Molecular mechanisms of drug addiction

Simple Version

Commonality of drugs
● Not the structure - v different chemical structures
● Shared mechanism - all enhance dopamine neurotransmission to the nucleus accumbens (NAc)

neurons

The rewarding effect comes from the increased activity. Drug addiction develops over time and involves
molecular synaptic plasticity over repeated drug use.
What happens in the post-synaptic cell?
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Delta-FosB is a member of the FOS family of immediate early genes (transcription factor family)
cFos is another well known member of the family - neuronal activity marker.
Delta-FosB is upregulated in NAc only after chronic cocaine exposure, whereas other TF get
suppressed (acutely cFos is expressed in drug administration but not in chronic usage).
Delta-FosB overexpression alone induces drug sensitisation (makes the drug more
rewarding).
→ ALL drugs of abuse increase delta-FosB in the NAc!→ common signally mechanism, on
cellular/ molecular level
Simple story: a few genes get translated into proteins and change cellular function
permanently → addiction. 1 brain region and 1 transcription factor

Epigenetics
Control how accessible the genome is and which genes and how strongly they can be activated in a given cell.
Histones: different groups on the histone tails can change how compact the genome is.

How does cocaine-induced transcription factor signaling lead to long-lasting changes in
drug-responsiveness? → Epigenetics

1. Reduced global (change observed in the whole tissue) H3K9me2 (Histone H3 dimethylated at 9th
lysine residue → strongly associated with transcriptional repression) in NAc after chronic cocaine.
After chronic cocaine administration, have a reduction in histone methylation at a specific site.
Histone methylation is often a repressive chromatin marker (shut down the gene), acetylation is often an activation marker.

2. The reduction in H3K9me2 is mediated by delta-FosB (necessary to remove the methylation). If
artificially turned on, delta-FosB in NAc decreases the amount of histone methylation.

3. Reduced global expression of methyltransferase G9a in NAc. If have less of the enzyme → less histone
methylation

4. Overexpressing G9a(transferase that performs dimethylation of H3K9me2) in the NAc suppresses
drug-induced place preference. G9a → increase methylation the histone → prevents strong
rewarding effect (positive effect on drug addiction)

a. Conditioned place preference → increase of G9a → decreased time in the space with the drug
(Delta-FosB suppresses the gene expression)

→ transcription factor delta-FosB suppresses the histone methyltransferase G9a (transcription factors can
transcribe or suppress gene expression)
→ leads to less H3K9di-methylation → chromatin less compact → more gene expression in response to
subsequent cocaine administration at loci where we have less H3K9me2 → stronger behavioural response
(addiction / reinforcement / craving) to the drug.

The problem is this histone is in multiple locations in the genome and all over the body and we can not inject
it straight into the NAc in humans. It would cause a lot of side effects and we can’t control it so it doesn't
happen in humans yet.
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The Truth (Complicated version)

In every cell have 2m of DNA, 3 billion base pairs, 20’000 genes, multiple splice variants, >200’000 proteins
Truths about molecular response to drug addiction:

1. Hundreds of genes get regulated in response to acute or chronic drug exposure in different brain
regions. Drug history determines gene expression response. Has been tested in 6 brain regions (PFC,
DStr, NAc, BLA, vHIP, VTA).

2. Transcription factors - A large number of transcription factors are involved in the regulation of
hundreds of genes that are changed by acute or chronic cocaine administration. So the story is much
more complex than delta-FosB alone

.
3. Cell type specificity - Brain regions are not homogeneous. Many effects are cell-type specific. Even in

the case of delta-FosB, cocaine induces an increase only in D1 medium spiny neurons, not in D2
neurons (in the NAc). Opioids instead increase delta-FosB in both D1 & D2! Usually look at brain
regions and get an averaged effect.

4. Epigenetics - processes are ridiculously complicated. Histone coding, DNA methylation, non coding
RNA, RNA methylation … The epigenetic code is cell-type specific too (which makes it orders of
magnitude more complex). This enormous complexity likely explains why small environmental
factors can accumulate over the lifetime and lead to individual differences despite “same” genetic &
“same” environmental conditions Stochastic Individuality→ differences in identical twins, looks &
diseases

5. Individual Differences - We are far from understanding what makes an individual “susceptible or
resilient” to drug addiction. The “Stochastic Individuality” is also captured by animal models on the
behavioural level of susceptibility to drug abuse.

TAKE HOME:
Given how little we know of the complex mechanisms that operate below the surface of drug addiction (or
any other psychiatric condition or brain process), it would be foolish to stop here and say: we know enough ,
let’s only focus on translation of what we know.
We need fundamental research, unbiased large-scale screens on all molecular levels. We need to identify key
hubs in this complex mess that we can target wirth drugs in some way. (key checkpoints in the molecular
pathways that we can target). Ultimately, the holy grail will be targeted manipulation of specific epigenetic
mechanisms in specific cell types.
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Stress
Homeostasis is constantly challenged by adverse forces which are intrinsic or extrinsic, real or perceived and are described as
stressors. The organism counteracts stressors to maintain/reestablish homeostasis (=adaptive stress response)

Definition of stress: (used in this lecture, it isn’t the only definition that exists)

”A real or perceived threat to the physiological or psychological integrity (i.e., homeostasis) of an individual that results in
physiological and/or behavioral responses’’

There are certain factors that determine whether a situation is perceived as stressful:
- Uncontrollability
- Unpredictability
- severity/ intensity
- Regulatory range vs. adaptive capacity

There are three systems that seem to govern the stress response- listed here in order of fastest to slowest:
- Noradrenalin (Locus Coeruleus)
- (Nor)Adrenaline (Sympathetic Nervous System)
- Cortisol (HPA Axis)

The locus coeruleus – noradrenergic system

Higher brain regions initiate the stress response, which kicks the brain into
“stress mode” and triggers sympathetic nervous system activation.

Locus Coeruleus:
- More than 100 brain regions send inputs to the Locus Coeruleus(LC)!
- The most important (stress-relevant) LC-inputs come from amygdala

/ prefrontal Cortex / Paraventricular Nucleus Hypothalamus (PVN)
- They can all activate the LC directly, and lead to release of brain noradrenaline → this in turn puts the

brain in “stress mode”-
- When active triggers fight or flight response
- Shifts brain activity towards Alerting/Salience network→ attention focus changes (you would be

shitty at maths, but might survive a dangerous situation because you can scan the environment for
potential threats more efficiently!)

- Anxiety is also a natural response to acute stress. In a dangerous situation it can make sense to favor
avoidance over approach. → selective LC activation triggers anxiety through projections to the
amygdala

The Paraventricular Nucleus of the Hypothalamus (PVN)

Many brain regions can activate the PVN. THe most important (stress-relevant) PVN-inputs are:
- Amygdala→ Stria terminalis → PVN
- Bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST) → PVN
- Input from the hippocampus is critical for terminating the stress response (inhibitory feedback, see

HPA-axes)
- The LC and PVN have a reciprocal connection to each other, allowing coregulation / integration

of stress signals
- LC/PVN both directly activate the sympathetic nervous system and inhibit the parasympathetic

nervous system!
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The sympatho-adrenal-medullary system (SAM)

The central nervous system has two main parts compared here:

High levels of Sympathetic activity: Fight or Flight
- Pupils dilate and the eyelids retract
- Blood vessels of the skin and gut constrict→more blood to muscles
- Hair stands on end
- Bronchi dilate → increase oxygenation
- Heart rate accelerates and the force of cardiac contraction is enhanced→max perfusing skeletal muscles & brain

- The adrenal medulla releases adrenaline and noradrenaline into the bloodstream and mediates the
release of glucagon from the pancreas→ enhancing energy mobilisation

- Digestive and other vegetative functions become quiescent
- Sweating

High levels of parasympathetic activity: Rest and digest
Don't need to know as much → not so relevant for stress
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But keep in mind: Sympathicus activates parasympathicus to counteract the strong activation and return to
homeostasis. These systems are tightly linked.

The stress response can be activated from higher brain regions “top
down” by psychological stressors, or internally “bottom up” by reflex arcs
between brainstem, medulla and preganglionic sympathetic neurons
(that monitor and respond to things like blood loss, respiratory distress,
pain or inflammation)

One neurotransmitter - multiple effects on target tissues
The effects of (nor)adrenaline are dependent on the receptors expressed
on the target tissue, and also on where they are expressed (pre or post
synaptically)

The Hypothalamus-Pituitary-Adrenal (HPA) Axis

HPA Axis: Cortisol / Corticosterone (cort)
HPA axis activation results in release of cortisol (corticosterone in rodents)
→ note: many pleasant, rewarding stimul ALSO trigger cort release, like sex or exercise.
HPA Axis starts in Hypothalamus with release CRH (Corticotropin Releasing Hormone) into portal blood
system → Anterior pituitary releases ACTH (adrenocorticotropic hormone) travels through blood circulation
→ Adrenal cortex releases Glucocorticoids; Cortisol = CORT
Cortisol ≠ Stress
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Cort is synthesised in the adrenal gland cortex (in zona fasciculata)

Effect of Corticosterone on target tissues
Acts via binding to mineralocorticoid receptors (MRs) and glucocorticoid receptors (GRs)

The main or a very important function of the HPA axis is to sustain energy supply if stressors last for longer
periods of time.
This expensive(energy demanding) system tries to self regulate: negative feedback loops tries to
self-regulate: negative feedback loops (in anterior pituitary, hypothalamus, hippocampus, to a degree in cortex) try to shut
the stress response down (only works if the stressor has subsided)

Chronic stress/ chronic CORT = BAD
Metabolism: cort provided energy for sustained activity (Shifts metabolism to a catabolic state)

- Stimulates gluconeogenesis (liver)
- Inhibits glucose uptake in fat and muscle cells, increasing blood sugar levels (for brain glucose

supply...)
- Inhibits lipogenesis

- Simultaneously, adrenaline/noradrenaline and CORT all stimulate lipolysis (breakdown of fat)→
increase in free fatty acids → production of ATP for gluconeogenesis

→ under chronic stress conditions, the catabolic effects of cort have unwanted consequences (e.g. muscle
atrophy; insulin resistance)

Blood: cort facilitates thrombosis and blood clotting (risk of stroke increases)

Immune system: cort suppresses both adaptive and innate immunity:
→ cort used in the clinic to treat allergic reactions, autoimmune diseases or to suppress the immune
response after an organ transplant
→ covid 19, dexamethasone = potent GR agonist

Things already covered in other lectures:

Emotion 2
Psychological effects: Chronically elevated CORT levels increase the risk of depressive disorders →
cushing's syndrome. Cushing's syndrome typically results from tumor in the ACTH-producing cells of the
pituitary gland-> chronic activation of the HPA axis and elevated CORT levels.
Chronic stress induces depressive-like behaviors in various mice, rats and primates, so it is the most widely
used model for preclinical depression research.
More BDNF signal seems to be a good thing (less depressive) and chronic stress decreases BDNF levels.
Addiction 2
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All drugs of abuse increase delta-FosB in the NAc
Stress can trigger relapse
Chronic drug use makes you more vulnerable to stress (hypothesis: coz reward system is impaired)
Mouse model of chronic stress: use two types of mice, one super strong and aggressive, and one little one. Then
have them live in the same cage 24/7  but separated for most of the time by plexiglass with air holes (Sensory
stress) and in the same area for 5-10 mins a day (physical stress) → unsurprisingly the little mouse is the one
that is the model of chronic stress. After 10 days of this one does a social interaction test. Did the social interest
change? If the mouse loses any interest in social interaction, then this is a bit like human human depression.
Other tests are also performed to test for depressive behaviors.
Interestingly in these mouse models there are resilient populations and susceptible. Some mice aren’t very
bothered. What is different in these mice? Delta-FosB is strongly increased in nucleus accumbens in the
resilient mice. It isn’t a passive property, it is an ability to respond in a specific way (a simplification of it all
but still illustrates it)
Experiments indicate that blocking delta-FosB in the nucleus accumbens makes mice more susceptible to
stress, and overstimulating delta-FosB can turn susceptible mice into resilient ones.

Linking stress to dementia (not as clear a links as above)
Tau pathology in Alzheimer's Disease: Tau Pathology propagates throughout the AD brain in a
stereotyped fashion across neuroanatomically connected networks, forming the basis of Braak staging

Multiple lines of evidence suggest that aggregated, hyperphosphorylated forms of tau may be a primary
driver of neurodegeneration in AD.
Unlike Aβ, the stage of tau pathology correlates well with the progression of cognitive impairment. Cognitive
impairment in AD is only noted when tau spreads from the entorhinal cortex into the neocortex.

In Alzheimer’s disease, tau aggregates are observed first in the locus coeruleus, prior to their presence in the
entorhinal cortex and neocortex. Some theories suggest that stress, the strongest activator of the LC, might
contribute to this age-associated pathology. Also ppl use the LC as a biomarker for neurodegenerative
diseases.
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